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Congress May Try Blocking Cuts if Debt Panel
Fails
Fox News - 35 minutes ago

WASHINGTON - Congress is facing automatic cuts of $1.2 trillion over 10
years if a 12-member Super Committee can't agree to a package of
expanded tax revenues and spending cuts, but lawmakers are looking for a
way around the "sequestration" and avoid ...

Analysis: Fallout from deficit-reduction panel failure
Reuters

US braced for automatic cuts as supercommittee set
to admit defeat The Guardian

Highly Cited: 'Super committee' headed for failure, aides concede
CNN International

Opinion: Democrats couldn't get real on tax reform The Boston Globe
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Egypt Clashes Enter 3rd Day as Military Faces Pressure
New York Times - 1 hour ago

A suspected police informer was held inside a mosque near Tahrir Square in
Cairo on Monday. More Photos » By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and LIAM STACK
CAIRO - Egypt's military rulers on Monday faced the most sustained and
bloodiest challenge to their hold on ...

…

ABC News

No bail for NYC bomb-plot suspect
USA Today - 1 hour ago

NEW YORK (AP) - A man accused of plotting to bomb police and post offices
in New York City as well as US troops returning home has been denied bail.

ABC News

'Breaking Dawn -- Part I' barely misses franchise record
with $139.5 mil weekend
CNN - 48 minutes ago

Breaking Dawn" took in $144 million from 54 foreign territories this week,
pushing its worldwide debut to $283.5 million. (EW.

ABC News

Samsung Galaxy Nexus Users Report 'Phantom Volume'
Bug
PC Magazine - 1 hour ago

It appears that random glitches are now a rite of passage for high-profile
smartphone launches. First we had the iPhone 4S battery issue and now the
Samsung Galaxy Nexus phantom volume?
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Five Biggest Jaw-Droppers From 2011 American Music
Awards
E! Online - 1 hour ago

Hmm...no one bum-rushed the stage. No one announced a pregnancy. There
wasn't a girl-on-girl kiss. That begs the question: if no big scandal occurred
during the 2011 American Music Awards, did it actually take place?
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Britain to cut financial ties with Iran banks, George
Osborne announces
Telegraph.co.uk - 52 minutes ago

Britain will cut all financial ties with Iranian banks due to fears over the
country's nuclear programme, George Osborn has announced.
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Spain's Rajoy Faces Pressure From Markets to Name
Team, Program
BusinessWeek - 1 hour ago

Nov. 21 (Bloomberg) -- Spanish Prime Minister-elect Mariano Rajoy is facing
mounting pressure to unveil his Cabinet and plans for slashing the
euro-area's third-largest deficit as borrowing costs neared euro-era ...
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Trial of Khmer Rouge Leaders Starts in Phnom Penh
Voice of America - 6 minutes ago

Monday, 21 November 2011 Trial of Khmer Rouge Leaders Starts in Phnom
Penh Robert Carmichael, VOA | Phnom Penh, Cambodia I feel the suffering
of my Mum, you know, who get killed by the Khmer Rouge who get the horse
and dragged her because she stole ...
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British foreign secretary meets Syrian opposition
CNN International - 59 minutes ago

London (CNN) -- British Foreign Secretary William Hague met a range of
Syrian opposition figures Monday, saying London was "seeking to step up
pressure on the Assad regime.…
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US Rep. Bass of NH endorses Romney
The Boston Globe - 17 minutes ago

NASHUA, NH - US Representative Charlie Bass, a New Hampshire
Republican, today endorsed Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney
- a day after Romney received a nod from New Hampshire Senator Kelly
Ayotte.
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Michelle Parker vanishes same day she appears on "The
People's Court"
CBS News - 56 minutes ago

(CBS/WKMG) ORLANDO, Fla. - Police in Florida are searching for Michelle Lee
Parker, a 33-year-old mother who was last seen in Orlando with her friends
the same day she appears on syndicated court room reality show "The
People's Court.

Daily Nation

Accused White House shooter to appear in DC court
The Associated Press - 22 minutes ago

WASHINGTON (AP) - A man accused of firing an assault rifle at the White
House is expected to appear in court in Washington. Oscar Ramiro Ortega-
Hernandez is scheduled to appear in federal court Monday at 1:45 pm
Ortega was arrested last week in ...
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Gilead acquires Pharmasset for $11bn
Financial Times - 20 minutes ago

Gilead, the US pharmaceutical company, said on Monday that it would
acquire Pharmasset in an $11bn cash deal intended to capitalise on growing
demand for oral hepatitis C medicine.…
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October home sales rose 1.4% but still weak
Los Angeles Times - 40 minutes ago

AP The number of Americans who bought previously occupied homes rose
slightly last month but remained at depressed levels. And more deals are
being canceled at the last minute, a sign that even those who are looking to
buy are worried about the housing ...
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US stocks plunge as debt reduction talks near collapse
USA Today - 15 minutes ago

NEW YORK - Stocks are plunging after Congress' latest bid to resolve the
federal budget gridlock appears on the verge of failure.
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Amazon Kindle Phone: Android Me-Too Could Flop
InformationWeek - 1 hour ago

Amazon's cooking up a phone for 2012, analysts say. But will it be more than
just a customer loyalty tool? By Thomas Claburn InformationWeek Not
content with being the dominant online bookseller, Amazon long ago
branched out into all manner of consumer ...
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Gates testifies in $1B lawsuit against Microsoft
The Associated Press - 28 minutes ago

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) - Billionaire Bill Gates envisioned a computer in every
home in America, and he wanted to be the one who put them there, the
Microsoft Corp.
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Kunis was "down-to-earth" at ball, Marine says
CBS News - 6 minutes ago

Hollywood A-list actress Mila Kunis made good this past weekend on her
promise to attend a Marine Corps ball in Greenville, NC She'd been invited to
the event in June by Sgt.
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Bruce Springsteen: E Street Will Tour Without Clarence
Clemons
E! Online - 18 minutes ago

The Boss confirmed that he and a revamped E Street Band will hit that
thunder road again with a 2012 world tour. "Well, things are starting to heat
up down on E Street," he said his official site, Brucespringsteen.
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Natalie Wood's Sister 'Frightened' of Death
Investigation Outcome (Video)
Hollywood Reporter - 57 minutes ago

Lana Wood said Monday, "I'm scared, I'm nervous, I'm happy, I think. I'm so
ambavilent, it's almost like having to relive her death again.…
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Jennifer Lopez Parties With New Dancer Beau
E! Online - 1 hour ago

The newly minted American Music Awards winner celebrated her big night
with a party at LA's Greystone Manor. The diva herself arrived at the soirée,
sponsored by Fiat and Grey Goose, around 10:30 pm in a short white Emilio
Pucci sequined and feathered ...
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Bears' Cutler may miss 6-8 weeks with bum thumb
USA Today - 1 hour ago

UPDATE: Bears coach Lovie Smith confirmed Cutler's injury Monday morning
on a Chicago radio station. Asked why he didn't broach the topic Sunday
night, Smith said, "You start evaluating it afterward.
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Tony Stewart storms to Sprint Cup title with win in
NASCAR season finale
USA Today - 45 minutes ago

HOMESTEAD, Fla. - Tony Stewart was a mile and a half from the checkered
flag Sunday night at Homestead-Miami Speedway when he keyed his mic the
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last time during the Ford 400.
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Beckham yet to decide on Galaxy future
CNN International - 20 minutes ago

(CNN) -- Former England captain David Beckham insists he has yet to decide
on his future after winning the Major League Soccer title for the first time on
Sunday in what is expected to be his last game for Los Angeles Galaxy.
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Faster than light finding faulted in new neutrino test
CBS News - 36 minutes ago

A view of bricks used by the Oscillation Project with Emulsion-Racking
Apparatus detector (OPERA) at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory located
under the Gran Sasso mountain on November 14, 2011.
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NASA's Curiosity Mars rover to 'lay the foundation' for
search for life
Christian Science Monitor - 10 minutes ago

The size of a small car, NASA's one-ton Curiosity Mars rover contains twice
the number of scientific instruments as its predecessors, plus a drill that will
allow it to bore into the Red Planet's rocks.
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Conn. woman mauled by chimp praised for new face
CBS News - 16 minutes ago

(AP) HARTFORD, Conn. - A Connecticut woman who was mauled by an out-of-
control chimpanzee says she's venturing out more after a face transplant
and that her new face is getting compliments.
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India witnesses 56% drop in new HIV cases: UNAIDS
Times of India - 1 hour ago

PTI | Nov 21, 2011, 09.02PM IST GENEVA: India, which has one of the highest
populations of HIV-infected people in Asia, has witnessed a decline in new
infections by a significant 56% from the epidemic's peak in 1996, with other
Asian countries also ...
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Cops: Fake doc injected woman's buttocks with cement
CBS News - 1 hour ago

(CBS/AP) MIAMI -- A transgendered woman was arrested Friday for allegedly
posing as a doctor and injecting cement, mineral oil and flat-tire sealant into
the buttocks of a woman who had wanted a fuller figure.…


